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Having It Both 'Ways
Points of view or opinions stated in this docu-
ment do not necessarily represent official NIE
position or policy.

My ambition for today's-tal.kjs. fairly modest .1 simply

want to explain a particular Writing assignment I've used

that I believe successfully meets the objectives both' of a'

humanities.courseand of a business or profe.ssional writing

0 course. But before I do that I will need to define what

,humanities and profesional writing courses.aie,iand that

ambition is not so modest. Each has been described defini-

itivy neither in theory nor-in practice:

I begin with a premise stated succinctly by,Alfred North

Whitehead:

The antithesis between a technical.anora liberal
education is fallacious. There can be no adequate
technical eduCation which is not liberal, and no
liberal education which is riot technical:1

This does not, 'of course Mean that,there cannot be a dominant

emphasis on either the liberal, the technical, 'or-the scientific

As Whitehead'explains,

The problem of education is to ,retain the'dominant emphasis,
whether literarywscientific or technical, and without
loss of-co-ordination to 'infuse into each way of educa-
tion something of the other two.2

t

Since I teach humanities i'h a college Of management; my

particular concern is to insure that the technicallucation'L,
. ,

(

, 4

given there gets infused with something from the humanities

Right now my college attempts to insure this infusion though.;
,

the common administrative device of distribution requirements:
"PERMISSICSN TO REPRODUCE THIS
MATERIAL HAS BEEN GRANTED BY

Kathleen A. Kelly

TO THE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES
INFORMATION CENTER (ERIC)."



all students are required to take three social Science courses

and three humanities.courses. But regardless of whether a.,

technical college uses distribution requirements, or required
, I

courses, or sequenced or combined voursets, or a core cur-,,
3

riculum, the squeeze.on the humakitids courses in a technical
1 i.

college is always, I suspect, Nery tight, and willsremain so

as long as technical information apd exper,tise continues' to
ruq

icha-hge and grow. Even liberal arts colleges,Which theoiretically

do not endure pressures from p'rofessions,morend morecfrequently

have professional programs--in -business, nursing, education,

journalism, and sojorth.

Yet one of the pressures professions are, putting on the

college may appear to be a boon to the humanities. ;Professions

want our graduates'to write better. Writing 'has traditionally,

been the province of,,the humanities, and of English departments

in particular. Does this mean professions-want our graduates

to have a stronger humanities component, more courses in 4itera-

tUre, history or philosophy? Alas, the more likely response is a

required technical wri ting course. The qUestion is, does this

course belong within the' humanities distribution requirements,

ultimately,repl4cing a course in literature, history,tphilosophy,

or art? Or is thp'course essentially preprofe'ssional and there-
..

, fore belonging to the technical curriculum? While man.);' schools

have.already answered this question in a de facto way, here I would

like to try to,arri at0,answer by, looking theoretiCally at



what liberal arts (the humanities in part ular). and professional
.

writing courses entail.

When we begin to try to describe 'the domains of the tech-

nical curriculum and the-humanities, what seems initially.to

be a given is that,- whatever else they are, they don't mix.

Liberal education, of whith the humanities.is a subset, is

often defined primarily byits opposition to-technical training.

, As Whitehead points out, while Plato definedthe ideal of a

conceived.of as the privilege of an'ari'stocratic clas.which

liberal education that cultivated freedom of thought, ,it was

had no-need to concern itself with technical work;,
*

An evil side of the Pldtonid culture has been its
total neglect Of technical education as an ingredient
in the complete developAent of ideat human beings. This
neglect has arisen. from two disastrgous antitheses, namely,
that between mind and body, and that between thought and
action.° . . .They _[the Greeks] had ., that perverted
sense of values which. is the neme-sis.of slave-owning.4

Of course,- as Whitehead deMonstrates, the Platonic ideals led

to the idea of individual.freedom which eventually ended slavery;

neverthelets, theoretiCally, al.iberal education does not concern°

itself.with practical work. "

And when we move to what technical professions sometimes

think of the humanities, and in particular .of the kind of writing

instruction given by English departments,we may also assume-

that technical workers'feel their education does not coneern
. .

itself with the humanities. I dm-reminded of an advertisement.

I ran across Aor a business writing program called Power Whiting.

It -made much of the fact that this program was going to"teac

you how to write the kind of writing used in

4
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the world Of work, not the-kid of writing required'in colle

"Sign up fot,acollege writ'ing.cbu-sse and-what do you get?"-

;

the ad said. "Talk about poetry and'flowery writing by a teacher

q.1

. .

-who probably never worked a day :in his
4 .

But certainly this emphasis on the opposition between the.
N

. i .:i 1- .h: . .
.

.

humanities and a technical education, can,be takrn toofar. To. ---

quote the Report oe the Commision on the Humanities:,
. ,

Preprofessionalism has had severe effects on undetgraduatelife
and leatning. Mdre.disturbing. are the effects that
preprofessioncalism may have Ion.the,,standardssof pro-
fessionalism itself. Doctus, lawyersi,and'businessmen
and women who pass.ovet",the liberal arts .in a premature
quest fbi e4ertisearenot ,likely to be better profes-
sionals. Indeed they will probably be less capable than
Colleagues vhOse pyofb. sional training rests, in Dr: ..
aewisl ThomaS's words on "the bedrock of knowledge, ,

-about our-,civilization '5. _
,,

,,
,

t
And a look at. the History of the humanities since Cicvo and.,

.

.

-Quintilian'first used the word humanitas to "mark off ose

activities Of man by which he is most completely dipstinguished

I

0

from the animals," 6 shows that a humani9tic educati9n has al-
.,

ways had a practical goal. The philosopher Max.Black
.

gues that the humanities have "always been Apoth'litist and

.

vocational, serving.in fact, whether in Greece, Rothe), Renaissance

Italy` or Victorian England, thespecial interest of a. governing

class or their clerks."7

By trying to define the humanities by way of their opposition

to the technical or scientific, we fall into a common trap. His-

torically they have been defined primarily in opposition to

theology and scholasticism in the Renaissaince,0and to science

and technology in the 19th and 20th centuries. But, 'as



Ack argues,. "contrary to popular belief,' there never; has

been a-GOIden Age of humariistic.education. The task is not
V

so much 'to 'save' the HuManities as to create .them."8
. . .

Attempts to define what the humanities are-in themselves

rather Ai; in oppOsition to something else ha-led thinkers

to focus either, on the perspectiire peculiar to the'humanities, qr

language, or its 1pgic.
,

But to my mind

the 'mo'st. useful. distinctions between scie7nte, the social sciences,

S. Crane makes

and the hurianities'. ' Crane takes as his starting pOint the

original -Ciceroniandefinition,of the humanities as the study

of that which makes us most distinctively human. He sees the

sciences as concerned not with what is distinctively human but

with hat is most general in the natural world, with physical

laws. And the social sciences are concerned' with what is most

generalizable 'in the human world, with social necessities.

But the humanities are concered with

the things which, we cannot predict, in anyscientific
'way, that men individually or' in groups will do,.-but which,
when they are 'done, we recognize as signs, not of any ,

natural or social necessities, but of possibilities'in-
herent in man's pecliarnature. ,They are, in $hort,
what we commonly speak ofas'human achievements--whether.
in sciences, in institutiOris, 417 in the arts. And,

' mire 'especially, they are'those human achievements, like
Newtonian or moderns physits, the American Constitution,
or Shakespearean tragedy,to which we agree in ttri-'
buting that kind of unpretedented excellen6e t at ,calls
forth wondei as well ate, admiration."

The humanities, according to Crane, may make se of factual,

and descriptive arts, but they themselves are n rmative arts,

concerned with human values. Crane 'identifies the humanties

.not with particular subjects, but with humanistic iques

6



applied to subjects, and these he identifie4 as the four

arts of.lingu'stics, the analysis of ,ideas, literary and 'artistic

criticism, and istoriography. Finally, although he has-said

that the° humanities 'don't define any particular subject matter,

nevertheless the four, arts of the huManities

are pertinent in varying degrees to alrthe subject
Matters with which humanists commonly deal"/language, 3
philosophy, literature andthe arts, historx7.; they thus'
cutacross thq boundaries dtviding.the subject matters
from oneanother;. and it is precisely the convergence
Of in (5f them upon any-subjetter that'makes,it,

' in the eoMpletest degreeehumanistic.11

Themi.ace5rdiu to-this definitiop, can a 4rofessionaliting_

, .

v-

cou'rs'e qualify as a. humanities' tour tq: what

degree?
.s

To help answer that question I turn to a recent C 1 ege.

English article in- which Ruth MiXchel argues with consummate

good,sense th'ai`te ching Otofeisional writing must be the

shared responsibili of,both the'humanities and professional

program812 To make her e s , she defines techhigal writing, not

as is traditionally the se; according:to what is written

about, but according to.2 function. (See Table I - handout.)

Using the criteria of function, she first. divides literary"

writing--novels, poettyjand essays--frqm practical

'writing tihich earns its 1 mg., Business writing, stude r.

writing, and technical writing, all must be written and read;

we do not choose to write in these genres as we may in the

liteiary genres- (Journalism and advertising, "because they

are written by. necessity but read by choice, fall in between

the 'division.)

7
4
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Mitchell's definitions of business and student writing

aren't terribly satisfying, but when she begins to make diStinc-

tions amongst the types of technical writing, hertaxonemy becomes

most helpful in'deciding what-belongs in,the domain of'English .

departments and what do sn't. Using a very pragmatic-approach,

she argueS that English departments should teach the kind

writing that rhetorical training qualifies them to teach. And

"the way she classifies various kinds of technical writing

demonstrates precisely where the rhetoric ,enters technical

writing. _

Mitchell divides technical writing into three subclasses
41

te

( e Table 21,,accordingto the audience and its relation to
. .

t writer. Briefly; in' subclass one the 'audience consists of peer:
.

,

who need to know technical information about an object or

process. This is hard=core,technical writing or, as she caIli

it, "technical writing as advertised." The object or process

dictates the structure of the writing and there'is no room for

rhetoric. In th;e world ofcomputers, for example, this would

be the kind of writing involved in wrung up,documentation.

Writing it well primarily means unders a ing the system.

This writing can only be evaluated by a tecjInician.

In subclass two, "how=to" writing, an audience of non-peers

or non-experts needs to understand an object or process in order.'

to use it. To continue the example of the computer world,

this'would be the writing required in a user's manual for a,
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computer. According to Mitchell, English teachers may help

here, to teach the writer how to provide the context the non-

expert needs, to avoid jargon, and to use "reliable terminology

and-repetition"(550). But a technician must make sure'the proce-

dures are described accurately. This sort of writing must be

taught by both a technician and the English teacher, though

as Mitchell says, technical writing courses in English departments

chiefly teach this kind of writing.

Finally, subclass three Mitchell calls writing for de-

0
cisionmakers, and here I think wehave what is the heart of a

solid business writing course. "Writing for decisionmakers

communicates specialized knowledge to administrators who

need the information to make informed decisions" (550). This

involves distilling "specialized knowledge to the point where

it can be judged by logic alone" (552). Typically the writer

has done research in his specialty 'but only the results of

this extensive research must be presented.,-and presented in an

arrangement in WhiCh the alternatives for a decision to act are'

clear, and the.consequences of. each alternative spelled out.

As Mitchell says, theseIwriters "must now expand their jargon

explain methods, and reorder their communications for a dif-

ferent audience" (552). TAig is writing the teacher trained.

in iEnglish and rhetoric is qualified to teach.

f



While I'm sure Crane's definition of the humanities and

Mitchell's of technical writirt might be refUned, I think they

-give us an adequate,working definition against which tojudge

just how well courSes in-writing might meet a humani ies

requirement and a busi/riss or professional writing requirement.

To sum up, a humanities course focuses on developing in

varying degrees the four arts of: linguistics, the ana-lysis of

ideas, literary and artistic criticism, and historiography; and

it is concerned with questions of human values and norms. A.

professional writing course develops abilities to accurately

represent a subject in words, andq.o present specialized

infprmation to a non-specialized (though expert) audience

who'must make a decision about policy.

-Clearly the study of writing is the study of language and

thus tyelongs to some exent to the humanities.. -Nevertheless,

as Mitchell has demonstrated,-,insofar as language is a subject-

or rule-governed activity, as it is hard-core technical

writing,' it is not humanistic. As evidence that language

can be quite scientific, I cite a computerized text dtliting

system,deveioped by Bell Laboratories, that can, for example

rid text of run-ons and cliches. Here's what happened when

it yas fed the Gettysburg Address. The original Opening:

Fourscore and seven years ago our forefathers
brought forth on theet continent a new nation, conceived
in,Liberty, and dedicated to the'proposition that all men
are created equal.

10
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Now we are engaged in a great civil war, testing
whether that nation so conceived and so dedicated can
long endur%4 We are met on a great battlefield:ofthat
war. We hare come.ta dedicate a portion of that field,
as a final resting place for those who here gave their
lives that 'that nation might live. It is altogether
fitting and proper that we should do this,

And whatxthe computer did with it:

Eighty-seven years. ago, our grandfathers created
a free nation here. They based it on the idea that
everybody is created equal. We are now fighting a civil
war to see if this or any similar nation can survive.
On this battlefield we are dedicating a cemetery to those
who died for their country. It is only right.1.5

Clearly one can deal with language, in a scientific or rule-governed

way quite decently as long as rh6toric is'ignored. But it is

when rhetorical considerationS arise th t we are in the realm

Were truths are indicated, to quote Aristote, "roughly and

in outline.... [For] t is equally foolish to accept pr table

reasoning from a mathematician and to demand from a rhetorician

scientific Proofs. n14 Such rhetoric is the realm of humanities

tourses. But a humanities course, as we have seen from Crane,

is more fully a humanities course the more it includes the arts

of philosophy, aesthetics, and historiography as'well as rhetoric.

' Thus, insofar as the subject of technical writing-has little

cto do with exercising these arts and little to do with value,

judgments, to that extent technical writing courses move away \

from the humanities. The question arises: Can a writing course
a

serve the two masters, humanities and the professions?

0
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Last semester I waS-in the predicament of having to.4:'?"

assume the answer was yes, a writing course could,be technical_

and humanistic, and then figure out how it ciould,be'A ne.N'I

was scheduled toteach an expository,writing course that

could count as one, of the mere three humanities courses
.

-dur studentsi are required to take. Yet, my college is a manage- .4

,m.ent school that his no bUsAng\ss writing cour§e,.'afid.my_

,VOrIc with business communications' courses' in MBA protrams"
,

made it, very clear to me hoW /useful some instruction in

. business writing could be for our students, not only for

getting- a job, but for thesp.ime they are in college; A i

-"up cases and doing reseavch'in,other bufsness Courses. 4,

To answer the need both for a salid humanities' course And for

business writing I designed into, the heart 'cif the course
,

a fofmal report assignment inwhich students were Tasked to

pick a subject in rfie-hunianities they were interested in

knowing' more about. Theywere to explore the subject for

a while and when theyhad decided more specifically what.ther

wanted toi4o. research on, they were to develop a scenario.

The scenario must define a'person or,group who needs the infor-
.

mation they ve finding out in, order to make a decdsOn.) They

were to consider themselves the consultant to this. person

° or,gr.oup. (See the attached assignment sheet for example's I

offered.) In!most cases the decision to be made was going.to

have economic cons quences, thut before'the client could make

12 \ -
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an intelligent business decision, he or she had to understand

, better some dimension of human values: mature, art, or

concept of self.

Once ,I had checked out their scenarios, students continued

research and ,presented theirs findings, conclusions, and-recom-

mendations to the client in the form of a formal business

report. ,.We spent some time in class discussing the functions

of the various featuresoof tIle report--letter of transmittal, .

abstract, headings and'subheadilgs, lists, bullets, exhibits,

and appendices. We also looked at sample business reports

and worked o a couple of short recommendation memos.

The resu is were a pleasure to work with as perhaps the

following 1 t of report projects will testify
(

A report to "Scholastic Travel" recom ending the
-four Gothic Cathedrals that should be included in a
student tour of Europe, and why.

A report to the Massachusetts House-4ppropriativs
Committee to convince them of the viability of hbusing
a Shakespeare Repertory Group in Worcester Mechanic's
Hall. The report analyzes the elements of Shakespeare's
play The Tempest, to show why it should be popular
with modern audiences.

A report to the International Olympic Committee which will
be holding the next Olympics in Greece. ,The report
compares ancient.Greek architectural styles in order
to recommend which style the committee should use as
a model for designing the proposed,ceremenial arena.

A report to a third world leader comparing the 18th
century industrial revolution in England with modern
industrialization, in order to demonstrate why England
cannot be taken as a model
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A report' to a history teacher .kecomMending how Napolean
should be taught--as a hero or a villain?

A report to the Rresidents advisory board arguing that
the government budget should not increase funding for
the sciences at the expe se o the arts, that humans
need both the sciences and th arts for fulfillment.

A report tothe chairman of the Democratic National
party suggesting what strategy can be learned from a
comparison of their 1984 situation with that of the demo-
crats in.the election of 193.

A report to President Reagan attempting to explain
Russian intentions on the basis of Marxist-Leninist
theories.

A report to the curator of Painting at the Metropolitan
Museum recommending which paintings by David and Goya
should be included in their upcoming exhibit on the
political artist.

AS you can see, wHiat this assignment does isq6ite simple. In-
c

stead of.asking students to write an imitation professional

journal article in the humanities, I've had them write an

imitation professional business-report in the humanities.

The humanist might object to this assignment, arguing that

'st'udents must be distracted from giving full attention to their

subject because they are only looking for information useful

to their hypothetical client. And I admit that I had to steer.

students away from choosing a simple subject just because the

scenario would be easy to invent, rather than making the

scenario serve the -subject. They needed a good b4 of help

devising scenarios.

But what may be the major problem with the assignment

turns out, I think, to be its greatest asset. For by being

14
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forced., to clearly define a rhetorical situation that is task- ,

oriented rather than entirely specultive or theoretical,

my sfUents had a much -clearer sense of how to select and

arrange the information they had gathered, so that it could

be used by a reader. This Aid not mean they did less justice

to the subject 'tter. Typically, their rough drafts attempted

to organize the report around tfie subject matter rather than

the reade.r's needs, simply so that they .could get hand-le

on whdt they had found out. But' revisions then focused on

selecting and arranging information, and stating criteria,

in order that someone could readily see what was relevant

to the decision.

iz

The technician, on the other hand, might object that the
. .

report-writing skills learned here would trot be transferable,

that such fictional scenarios do not imitate the professional

$

report. While I cannot prove that such skills as they learned

arc transferrable, I can say that I found these students working

through exactly the same difficulties my MBA students have

in putting together a business report. They must learn how to

set up their problem so that the recommendations do indeed

answer the problem as they have aefined,it, how tI highlight

the most significant items, to see the value of redundancies

among the abstract, the introduction, conclusions, and 'recommen-

dations, and so forth. Such are the techniques that go into

15



-distilling technical knowledge for decisionmakers, the essence

\\of the kind of writing Ruth Mitchell'argues.that English teachers

are most; qualified to teach..

And-olice.again what at first seems to be a problpm may
0

A

be an asset. For however fictional these scenarios are, they

do make plausible connections between the world' of' business

and the study of the humanities, often forcing students to

dwell on the relation between economic decisions and human
0

values.

While the fotmal business report is the only direct link

between the humanities and professional wrifingI experimented

with, it seems' to me the same principle might easily be extended 1,

to the other standard forms in business writing.. I can imagine

letter assignments, job applications, and, resumes, for example,

in which students are asked to play the role of various fictional

or historical characters. (Nancy Comley and Robert Scholes's

text, and their talk at last Spring's 4C's\Convention, 'suggest

that just such interpolation of literary texts reveals much' about

what students understand in what they read.) And-principles

of communication can be demonstrated using literary text's as well.

What I am suggesting here is not that there is nothing

so special about professional writing that it cannot easily be

,absorbed by the humanities. Nor am I saying that all humanities

courses can be done justice by hav ng students writing in business

formS. Regardless of how much I would like the students

at my college to spend more time with the humanities, I recognize

that time and atteliiion must be paid to their professional

16
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t ..

writing needs. But I am suggesting that opportunities can

be created in already existing courses. to answer professional
,

writing needs; ppp -ctunities which demonstrate, as Whitehead
\

has said, that "the antithesis between a technical and a

liberal education is fallacious. There can belno adequate

technical education which is not liberal, and no liberal

eduLation which is not technical."

P

I
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'Business siting and the, Kathleen Kelly 18
-HumanitieV'- ---han,douts

Toward a,Definitkon of the Liberal Arts ,and/or the Humanities;
-.t,..

.. ,

1. 4:Thle
1antithesis between a technical:and a liberal education

is fallacious.. There can be no adequate technical
. education, which is not liberal, and n9 libetal education
which is notrtechnical

The problem of education'ds to retain the. dominant. -

emphasis, whether literary, scientific or beChnicar,
and without loss of.co-erdinatien to infuse into .each
way of education something. of the other two.

Ane-Vil side of the Platonic' culture has' been its
41 total neglect of techniCal education as an ingredient

in the complete-developm nt of .41eal human beings. This
(neiglect has arisen from t o disastrous antitheses, .-

Aately, tlat.between mind nd body, and that between
.

thought and action. . . .They [the reeks) had,: . .that
perverted sense of values which is he nemesis of'slave-

.

owning.

--Alfred North Vhitehead, "Technical Education and
Science andLiterature," in The Aims of Education
and Other Essays (1929;, reprint, New York: Macmillan,
1967), pp. 48, 54, 50.

2, %Contrary.to popular belief, there never has been 'a Golden
Age of humanistic education. The.task is not so much
to 'save' the Humanities as.to'create them.

-Max Black, "Some Tasks for 'the Humanities'," in
The Sciences, the Humanities and th.r Technological
Threat (London: U. .af_London_Press, 1975),

3 What are the aspects of human experience that distingUish
men most completely, now and in the past, from the
animals? .They are the things which we cannot predict,
in .any'.scientkfic' way, that, men individuallyAr"p groups
will do, bUtwhich;. when they. are done, we rfecogiize..as
sign, nat of any natural or- social necessities, but' pf

possibilies inherent in man's peculia'r nature., They
are, in ShOrt, what we commonly speak of as human
achievementS-'7whether in sciences, in institutions, or
in the atisAnd, more especially, they are those-.human
achievements'like.Newtenianor modern,physics, the Alfieri-
can Constitutien,Or. Shakespearean tragedy, to which
we agree in attrOuting that kind of unprecedented
excellence that Calls 'forth wonder as well as admiration,.

Linguistics,' the analysis of ideaS:'literary and artistic
criticism, and histeTidgraphy--these. are the four constitu-
ent elements of the humanities when.the humanities are
defined in terms of.the 'good. arts"which their success-
ful cultivation' presupposes.

-A. S. Crane, The Idea of the Humanities and Other.
Essays Critical and Historical, vol. l,(Chicago:
U. af Chicago Press, 1967),
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4. For other helpful discussions, see:
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'P. H. Hirst, "Liberal Education andxthe Nature of Knowledge,-".'
in Philosophical Analysis and'EducatiOn, ed. R. D. Archambault
(London: Routledge, & Kegan, Paul, 1965).

Charles Wegener, Liberal Education and the Moderntniversity
(Chicago: U. of Chicago Press, 1980f.

The Encyclopaedia Brittanica: Macropaedia has a very good
essay discussing the issues involved.

-

Toward a.Definition'of PEOfessional.Writing-7tables ftombRilth Mitchel
"Shared Responsibility: Teaching Technical Writing in'the
University," CE 43 (1981), 543 -555.

I

PRACTICAL. WRITING A:S'D LITERARY WRITING
.* 'I''.,t +.F:-4.i) ./.. ' s'..)

Practical writing 4' Bells-lettres
4 -.-,- -.-.... .'..

,

business writing, secretarial novels

student papers
business writing,. administrative °

C-_,....----

,

technical writing: literary essays (including scholarly arti-
technical writing as advertised cles) 1...

journal, articles . scriptsfor radio, television, and movies
' instruction's

formal documents
writing for decisionmakers
legal briefs, mentos, and deci ions

TABLE 2
THREE SUBCLASSES OF TECIINICAL VRITING

Subclass]

Technical %%riling as ackertked; journal articles

parameter: fidelity to described object or process
audience: peer users, customers, colleagues

. rhetoric (scope of choice): absent--language a fleet:Ns:1r% nuisance
motivation for polished writing: absent

Subclass 2

Instructions; "Iirr(v to writing: formal documents

parameter: r'eader's ability to perform operatiOn
audience: nonpeer users and customers
rhetoric (scope of choice): present to the degree it serves utility
motivation for polished writing: conditionally present

Subclass 3 ,

Writing tor decisionmakers; legal briefs, memos and decisions-

parameter: reader's understanding of the problem, the solution (if any), the pips-
sibilities, the ea% eats

'audience: decisionmakerS, equal in eduatiOn level, but not sh ring specialty
rhetoric (scope of choice): omnipresent
motivation for polished %%riling: Strong-

20
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FormalBusiness Report

The Assignment

Since Expository riting .is a humanitiescourse but I

want you.to learn -ale standard business report, this assignment asks
'you to do research in the humanities but to present the results of
-your research in, the form of a buSiness report. You are to consider
yourself a consultantiwriting.i report upon which your client will
have to act. You will pick the topic you want to investigate, then
define the- client /consultant scenario in which your report will mean
something

The topic is up to you. You can begin either with a)good,
intellectually engaging, and challenging hook , or with a t pic you
want to, investigate. In any case the subject must be in the humanities:
literature, philosophy, art, or. history. To find a,good book, I sug-
gest you look through the. Book Review sections of the Sunday New
YOrk Times, for a 6-8 week period, to stimulate your curiosity ibaTut
topic's and to help find a good book.

)

, Or begin with topic. Now is the time for you to find out more
about reud, Expressionism, Shakespeare, Gothic Cathedrals, Michelangelo,
Russiah prison camps, Darwin, Kafka, Feminism, the Reconstructi6n
things you always wanted to know more about but were afraid to ask.
Go to the BrittanQica, look up the topic and read the article; then
use the bibliography at the end of the article as a starting place for
your reading.'

Note:, the Babson library does not have a great collection in
the humanities. Plan to go to the Brandeis and Wellesley College
libraries and to use Interlibrary Loan. This all takes time, so
pick your topic or the book you are starting out with soon.

Once you've gotten into the reading, start to imagine what
kind of client would find what yoWre learning useful TAT decision-

.

making. For example:

1. (You're reading John McPhee's Encounters with the Archdruid.
and Edward Abbey'; Desert Solitaire.) You work for Interior
Secretary James Watt. He's just come back after only 3 days
of a 7 day wilderness trip up the Snake River. He left
early because, he said, he got bored. He can't understand
why anyone would want to preserve Wilderness areas when these
areas couldibe made to produce money. He assigns you to
help him undqrstand his opposition. Your job: Explain to
Watt what peol)le get out of Wilderness areas that makes
it worththe millions they cost .to preserve.

2. ( You're reading Kenneth Clark's art history book, The Nude:
A Study in Ideal Form.) You work for a multi-millionaire who
has decided to invest in art. Since he wants to start by
establishing some kind of expertise in one area of art, he
has decided to collect nudes. The only trouble is,as he
frankly admits, he can't see amy more value 'in a nude by
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Titian or Michelangelo than those in the pin-up calendars
,selling so briskly on college campuses these days.' Your
job: make some recommendations to him about where he should
begin this collection and why. (Money is not relevant; your
boSs is.very rich and is only interested-T6'having valuable
paintings that he can eventually appreciate.)

%
3. (You're reading.Barbara Berg's:The Remembered Gate: igins ,

of American Feminism 1800-1860). -You work.for a suc essful
New York City banker who'is so sure that no woman cou d,
possibly want, to oppose ERA, she has just invested thousands
in ERA Victory T-Shirts'to sell to American housewives.
Ad '/isors have told her, however, that she is going to lose
her shirts. She doesn't understand. Write a report ex-
plaining the cultural-conditioning American women have
undergone since the early 1.800 s which makes it difficult
for some women to recognize th t ERA can do them a lot of
good.

Once you've got the scenario well-defined; continue your re-
earch%until you've got enough information for a first-rate report.
Tirefi write the report.

Schedule of. Events

The report will involve you're writing a2 -3 page proposal and
a 5-15 page report, and presenting a:5- minute oral briefing to the
class 'in which you summarize the most cogent aspects of your research.

1. The Proposal. (due on or before 3/12)
In memo form addressed to Prof. Kathleen Kelly, the proposal
should

--briefly explain what research you have done thus far and
why it interests you,

--define the scenario Vithin which you intend to write your
report, and_

--present your plans for doing further research. What
4 are the main questions you need to answer and where

will you look for the information?

The purpose of this proposal is to help you define your
research early, and to help me see what direction you're
headedin and whether I can offer any help. It needn't
be long. It should be clear and coherent. It will be
graded as a class exergise.

2. The Written Formal Report (draft due 4/7, final due 4/16)
The written formal report should include the appropriate
features of the standard business repttit as explained in
Writing for Decision Makers, chapter 8'and the hand-out,

22
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"The;i-Formal Business Repo" The, report will be graded
on how wellit presents

-creful and intellectually challenging research,
-a rhetorically - effective argument, and

--writing that is cleat and coherent.

3./ The Oral Briefing (somtimc during the last two weeks of the
term)
What this entails will be, explained later in the term.
'f,our speedh.will, be graded on die quality o its compo
sition, that is,, its clarity and rhetorical effectiveness.
The delivery itself is simply to give you some good
practice; it will not be graded.
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SAMPLE STUDENT REPORTWPICS

A report to "Scholastic Travel" recommending the 'four Gothic' -

Cathedrals that should be included in a student tour of Europe,
and why.

A report to the. Massachusetts House Appropriations Committee to
convince them of the.viability of,housing aShakespeare'Repera-
tory Group in Worcester Mechanic's Hall The report analyzes
the elements.of,Shakespeare's play, The Tempest, toshOw why it
should be popular with modern audiences.

A report to the InternationalOlympic Committee which will bcb
holding the next Olympici in Greece. The report compares ancient
Greek architectural styles in order to recommend which style
the committee should use as a model for designing the proposed
ceremonial arena.

A report to a third world leader comparing the 18th century
industrial revolution in England with modern industrialization,

----in-order---to--dernongtrat-e why England cannot be taken as a model.

A report to a history teacher recommending how Napolean should'
be taught--as a hero or a villain?

A report to the President's advisory board arguing that the
government budget should not increase funding for the
sciences at the expense Of the arts, that humans need both
the,sciences and the arts for fulfillment.

A report to the chairman of the Democratic national party
suggesting what' strategy 'can be learned from a comparison of
their 1984 situation with that of the democrats in the election
of 1936.

..)

A report to President Reagan attempting to explain Russian inten-
tions on the basis of Marxist-Leninist theories.

A report to the curator of Painting at the Metropolitan Museum
recommending whiCh paintings by David and Goya should be included
in their upcoming exhibit on the political artist.

0


